Burden of Proof
Life or Death
Which one of these conditions requires a greater burden of proof?
Claiming a human is dead carries a higher burden of proof than declaring an individual,
who is already alive, exists and remains in a living state.
Even after the gun shots and explosions completed on Elm Street in Dallas on
November 22, 1963, the far greater burden of proof is on those who declare JFK was
murdered than on those who state he survived the shooting and lived.
Again, the extraordinary claim is the finality of death while the ordinary claim is
continued life.
Has the burden of proof ever been satisfied in regards to the alleged murder of JFK that
supposedly occurred on Elm Street?
Have those individuals, groups and most importantly the appropriate U.S. Government
agencies who claim JFK was killed on Elm Street, provided enough quality evidence to
satisfy the burden of proof? Was the burden of proof truly satisfied so a credible and
valid death certificate should have been issued?
John Fitzgerald Kennedy had gross skeletal abnormalities all along the spine of his
body because several of his vertebrae had fractures and metal pins inserted into the
cartilage and bones. These negative spinal conditions were caused by JFK having
osteoporosis as a child and injuries incurred during his military service in the 1940s.
Under the section titled Skeletal Structure in the autopsy report issued by the United
States Navy are one brief line of words declaring - "No gross skeletal abnormalities."
"No gross skeletal abnormalities."
JFK's personal physician directed the procedure but did not sign the official autopsy
report. He and two other medical doctors did not observe and take written notice of any
fractures and pins along the spine of the victim, hence the written report declared "no
gross skeletal abnormalities."
This critical portion of the burden of proof for those who declare JFK died in Dallas has
been utterly destroyed because obviously the body autopsied in Bethesda Hospital was
not the real JFK. Any competent doctor (and all of those doctors were very competent)
could have not missed detecting and reporting those conditions detailed in the hands-on
examination and the X-ray pictures of the real JFK.
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The autopsy X-rays of the victim's spine have never been released by the U.S.
Government. Again, the Bethesda Hospital doctors, not conspiracy advocates, totally
invalidated the credibility and honesty of the death certificate by their own written words
entered into the inaccurate autopsy report.
All of the key tissue samples taken from the victim disappeared after the autopsy
therefore there is no biological related proof that the victim was really JFK. Again, this
critical portion of the burden of proof for those who declare JFK died in Dallas has been
utterly destroyed because the tissue samples from the victim were never properly tested
and analyzed to prove the victim was really JFK.
The U.S Government has never released the complete set of official color still photos or
motion picture film of the dead body autopsied in Bethesda Hospital to the news media
or the general public. Once more, this critical portion of the burden of proof for those
who declare JFK died in Dallas has been utterly destroyed because they nor any human
can prove JFK really died in Dallas by viewing and studying all of the official
photographic images of the dead victim.
If all of the official still and motion picture images were released of the body autopsied at
Bethesda Hospital, they would probably be discredited as fakes that do depict the real
body of JFK within hours after their release.
Dr. Robert McClelland M.D. held forceps on the neck wound of the victim in Parkland
Hospital while other medical personal completed a tracheotomy. Dr. McClelland had an
excellent and unobstructed view of the head wound on the right lower side of the
victim's skull. He described the skull bone as being totally blown away.
Dr. McClelland viewed the supposedly official yet private autopsy photos in the JFK
Library and unofficial public autopsy photos on the Internet. He declared all those
pictures, that detail different locations of the head wound, do not depict the genuine
head wound he studied for over 10 minutes while the body was in Trauma Room One.
Dr. McClelland was asked "Could the body in Trauma Room One, the body in the JFK
library photos and the body in the Internet photos actually be three different, distinct and
separate human victims? Dr. McClelland's reply -- "Highly probable."
Not one of JFK's relatives nor his friends recognized the body lying in the casket on
November 24,1963 as being the real JFK.
In summation, the autopsy report and the tissue samples from and pictures of the dead
victim have either been destroyed, discredited or never existed in the first place. The
replacement body in the casket was either a stranger or as JFK friend Bill Walton
blurted "It's a wax dummy."
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If any human being had been put on trial for the murder of JFK, the prosecution would
have had a firm corpus delicti (body of evidence that a crime took place) but would be
lacking any scientific proof of an authentic mor JFK homo corpus -- dead JFK human
body.
Death masks have been created from the corpses of all dead U.S. Presidents except for
Warren Harding because his wife forbad the procedure. There is no indication by any
kind of official source that a death mask was or was not created from the supposed
corpse of JFK.
Does a JFK death mask exist or did the ritual procedure not take place because of the
most profound and accurate reason... JFK was alive after November 22, 1963?
Whatever the reason, there is no JFK death mask available for scientific analysis.
Has the burden of proof been satisfied?
No
Will the burden of proof ever be satisfied?
No
The best the U.S. Government has and can ever produce in regards to substantiating
the murder of JFK in Dallas is an undermined and meaningless piece of paper issued
by the United States Navy titled Death Certificate. That is all there is and nothing more.
There are millions of individuals, including conspiracy advocates, who will get in line and
step with what the Powers-That-Be want them to think and feel. Therefore that portion
of the populace simply believes the name and authorized signature on the death
certificate is good enough for them and the burden of proof is meaningless and does not
need to be satisfied.
For a significant portion of the conspiracy advocates, believing the simple and lone
death certificate is true and real, provides them an emotional barrier against any kind of
harsh reality. A majority of the conspiracy advocates realize that once they
acknowledge that the burden of proof will never be satisfied, all of their months, years or
decades of investigative effort will have been horribly betrayed by Jack, Jackie and their
co-conspirators.
In another words, rather than dealing with the reality that they and millions of others are
chump audience members in a fake theater production of illusions and deceptions, they
will hope and believe the false death certificate represents reality. This agonizing
paradigm shift is just too much stress on their emotional and mental states therefore
clinging to the worthless death certificate provides them a fantasy sense of protection
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and security. In their of state of insecurity (masked as fantasy security), they will offhand denounce this presentation but will not discuss or debate the issues and points of
this presentation.
Since the real burden of proof has not been satisfied and will never be satisfied by those
who believe but cannot scientifically prove JFK was murdered in Dallas, the next logical
step is to investigate how JFK survived and lived rather than how he was supposedly
killed.
Does continuing to investigate an alleged murder when there is no scientific proof and
there will never be any scientific proof that a dead body of JFK was a true reality on
November 22, 1963, make any logical sense?
Definitely Not.
The project known as "My God, I'm Hit!" is the first successful attempt to transform and
transcend and the nearly 50 year stagnant JFK/Elm Street investigation. The
documentary takes the viewer beyond the utter failures by those who believe JFK was
killed yet they cannot satisfy the basic and fundamental levels for the burden of proof
that JFK was really murdered.
There is a wide-scope of investigation, discoveries and incredible revelations beyond
the meaningless signature on the invalid JFK death certificate. For example, the true
condition and meanings of JFK's suit jacket and shirt he wore that fateful day in Dallas
are revealed by a Sherlock Holmes approach to the official photos taken by various U.S.
Government agencies.
The "My God, I'm Hit!" project is the first view of this compelling panorama that details a
more realistic appraisal and documentation of what truly happened on Elm Street.
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